We will be reading...

This terms theme is...
Journeys
Our Creative Curriculum
As writers we will continue our learning of letter sounds
to read and write in our RWI groups. We will be
ensuring we have learnt all the letter sounds and apply
this knowledge when reading and writing. We will learn
new tricky words and use them when writing simple
sentences during independent learning and focus
group opportunities.
As mathematicians we be looking at place value up to
20. We will be recognising, ordering, counting and
writing numerals up to 20 and using these numbers to
add and subtract. We will also be developing our
reasoning skills and using what we know about place
value to explain how we have solved a problem.
As Scientists we will observing the changes in the
seasons and talking about how and why these
changes occur.
As Geographers we will be looking at different weather
types and discussing how weather is linked to the
changes on the season.
As artists and designers we will be using colours to talk
about our feelings and exploring what happens when
we mix these colours together.

Global Citizens

LOtC and WOW days

As citizens of the world we will be
developing our social and
emotional skills to help us
understand our role in the wider
community. This includes the digital
community and the impacts of our
digital footprint.

As part of our Outdoor Learning we
will be taking part in Forest School
sessions where we will be observing
the changes to our site, revisiting
our forest school rules and the skills
we learned in Reception.

Our Jigsaw theme for this term will
be ‘Being me in my world’. We will
be talking about what makes us a
team in school, how we can make
our classroom a safe and happy
place for all and talking about the
choices we make and the
consequences these may have.

We will be going on a trip to Betts
Park. We will talk about how to get
there and plan our journey
together. We will then reflect on
our journey by discussing where
we went, how we got there, what
we saw and what we did there.

